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Industry leading uPVC manufacturers of Deceuninck windows providing energy efficiency, security ...
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Stylish, secure and slim frame architectural aluminium windows from Smart.
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High-quality Planitherm glass sealed units.
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See how Sternfenster‘s windows &amp; doors meet industry standards for energy efficiency.
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Decorative and stylish glass features to finish your windows.
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Upgrade to annealed or toughened glass for added security &amp; energy efficiency.
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Stylish, secure and energy efficient uPVC windows from Deceuninck.
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Beautiful and authentic uPVC flush casement windows from Deceuninck.
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Modern, innovative and secure uPVC tilt and turn windows from Deceuninck.
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Smarts’ range of slim-framed aluminium windows offer quality, style and strength.
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Our aluminium tilt and turn windows offer exceptional strength, durability and are resistant to ...
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Strong and durable architectural aluminium curtain walling from Smart.
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Strong, stylish and highly secure Deceuninck uPVC Doors.
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Beautiful, strong and sleek Smart aluminium doors.
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Beautiful composite doors from Deceuninck.
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Beautiful and authentic flush doors from Deceuninck.
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Unique StyleLine doors.
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Strong, secure and great looking Deceuninck Residential Doors.
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Connect your home and garden with Sternfenster’s attractive Deceuninck uPVC French Doors.
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Enhance your home with stunning Deceuninck uPVC Patio Doors.
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Unique StyleLine doors.
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Beautiful and authentic flush doors from Deceuninck.
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                                                                                                                            Stunning, slim-frame and contemporary aluminium bifold doors from Sternfenster.
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Beautiful, slimline and easy to operate aluminium patio doors from Smart.
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Sleek, strong and contemporary Smart aluminium residential doors.
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Commercial aluminium doors suitable for a huge range of projects.
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Stylish, secure and slim frame architectural aluminium windows from Smart.
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Beautiful, strong and sleek Smart aluminium doors.
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Strong and durable architectural aluminium curtain walling from Smart.
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Smarts’ range of slim-framed aluminium windows offer quality, style and strength.
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Our aluminium tilt and turn windows offer exceptional strength, durability and are resistant to ...
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Strong and durable architectural aluminium curtain walling from Smart.
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Stunning, slim-frame and contemporary aluminium bifold doors from Sternfenster.
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Beautiful, slimline and easy to operate aluminium patio doors from Smart.
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Sleek, strong and contemporary Smart aluminium residential doors.
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Commercial aluminium doors suitable for a huge range of projects.
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                                    Our accredited network of installers offers the highest quality uPVC and aluminium products with excellent customer service.
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                                    Access our latest technical information, product content, video archives, media centre, Sternfenster Plus and much more.
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            About Us
			Multi award-winning manufacturer of uPVC & aluminium windows & doors. With over 50 years of trade experience we offer one of the most comprehensive portfolios in the UK.
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